Trailing backslash at domain in URLs when installed in DocumentRoot

Description
In my installation, on some internal links that are represented in an absolute way, there is a backslash between the domain name and the first slash.


Clean install of:
MS Windows Server 2003 SE SP2 on x86
Apache 2.2.10
MySQL 5.1.30
Tiki resides directly in the DocumentRoot C:\tiki (as it is a dedicated server).

In tiki-setup.php, there is a line

```php
$tikiroot = dirname($_SERVER['PHP_SELF']);
```

In the documentation of `dirname`, they state that since PHP 4.3.0, `dirname` returns unexpected values. The example implies that on Windows `dirname('/x')` returns '\'.

Therefore, if you install Tiki in the DocumentRoot, `_SERVER['PHP_SELF']` will be '/filename.php' and `$tikiroot` will be '\'.

Solution

Fixed for Tiki 5 in r27191.

Workaround

Since this seems to be the only special case, adding

```php
if ($tikiroot == '\\') $tikiroot = '/';
```

somewhere appropriate, eg before

```php
if ( substr($tikiroot,-1,1) != '/' ) $tikiroot .= '/';
```

works for me. Otherwise, a regex should help. However, I'm not too familiar with Tiki's source; maybe there are other places.

Importance

1 low

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Was looking for a solution to this all over! This works perfectly. Please add to 3.0 for us Windows 2000 and 2003 server users! For those who need to add, place the code solution just before the following lines:

```php
if ( substr($tikiroot,-1,1) != '/' ) $tikiroot .= '/';
if ( substr($tikipath,-1,1) != '/' ) $tikipath .= '/';
```

For 3.0 find that in tiki-filter-base.php
For 2.2/2.0 find that in tiki-setup.php
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This same solution does not solve an issue with editing a structure page however where the URL returns as:


which shows up as:


So while I was initially pleased, this has turned out to only be a solution in some circumstances. URL building needs to be revisited. And perhaps all these issues need to be gathered together.

http://dev.tikiwiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=2250
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I fixed this issue by editing the tiki-filter-base.php file.

This is the original code:
```php
// $tikiroot = str_replace('\\','/',dirname($_SERVER['PHP_SELF']));
$tikiroot = dirname($_SERVER['PHP_SELF']);
```

All that you have to do is uncomment line 57 and comment out line 58, like so:
```php
// $tikiroot = str_replace('\\','/',dirname($_SERVER['PHP_SELF']));
$tikiroot = dirname($_SERVER['PHP_SELF']);
```

and you're good to go.

Specs:
Windows 2003 Server
IIS 6.0
PHP 5.3.2
mySQL 5.0.67
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